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WHY WE CRAVE WHAT WE CRAVE 
ARCHETYPES OF FOOD CRAVINGS 

 

 

Introduction    
 

Our bodies are constantly giving us clues as to what they need. 
 

* When we are not able to take another step, the body is tired and needs to rest. 

* When we can’t keep our eyes open any longer, the body needs to sleep.   

* When we are thirsty, the body needs water. 

 

Those are physical clues.  We also have emotional clues: 
 

* We laugh when we are happy. 

* We cry when we are sad. 

* We clench our teeth when we are angry. 

 

What about mental and spiritual clues?  Those would be our mind chatter and food cravings. 

 

Mind chatter provides the mental cues: 

 

* I’m not deserving.   

* My dreams will never come true. 

* I’m worthless. 

 

The mind chatter gives us clues to what beliefs need to be healed so we can feel deserving, 

feel worth, and allow our dreams to come true. 
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A food craving is a strong desire for a specific food that, if unfulfilled, produces a powerful 

physical and mental suffering.  A food craving can be a indicator that something in our lives 

needs attention.  

 

There are various emotional issues hiding beneath food cravings.  Stress, fear, anger, insecurity, 

and/or frustration are a few of the possible causes.  A craving may also be an attempt to 

fulfill an unmet need such as fun, comfort, and/or love.  One may also have a food craving in 

response to a need not being met. 

 

Food can serve as a temporary solution, an attempt to feel something we are missing (calm, 

security, joy), or to escape something we don’t want to feel (anger, sadness, anxiety). 

 

* Craving sweets might indicate a lack of joy in our lives. 

* Craving crunchy foods might be an indication of frustration we are feeling. 

* Craving bread might be providing the fullness we lack in our lives. 

 

Food cravings are possible indications of: 
 

Physically: A need for fun, excitement, love, romance, more energy, and/or intimacy. 
 

Mentally: Feeling stressed, tension, anxiety, fear, and/or frustration. 
 

Emotionally: Loneliness, emptiness, anger, resentment, depression, bitterness, insecurity,  

                      shame, lack of joy, sadness, and/or comfort. 
 

Spiritually: Lack of purpose, fulfillment, and/or contentment. 
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Knowing the significance 

of our food cravings can 

provide insights into what 

we really are craving. 
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Eight different food types included in this eBook and their archetypes are: 
 

 

* Bread – The Friend 

* Chocolate – The Romantic 

* Crunchy – The Judge 

* Dairy – The Mother 

* Fatty Foods – The Mystic 

* Salty – The Farmer 

* Spicy – The Explorer 

* Sweets – The Dreamer 

 

An Archetype is a universal set of behaviors that would describe a pattern or role or label.  

Drama queen, diva, knight, coach, father, writer, teacher…we know the behavior that would 

be attributed to these roles. 
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FOOD CRAVING  

EMOTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE 

AND THEIR ARCHETYPES 

Bread – The Friend 

Chocolate – The Romantic 

Crunchy – The Judge 

Dairy – The Mother 

Fatty Foods – The Mystic 

Salty – The Farmer 

Spicy – The Explorer 

Sweets – The Dreamer 



BREAD 
 

Grace The Friend ––––    A friend is loyal, supportive, and comforting.  

They offer encouragement, companionship, love, and nourishment.  

Friends add richness and a depth to our lives that one cannot 

achieve on their own.  Could you imagine Pooh without Tigger? 
 

Emotional Significance of Bread: 
 

•    Attempt to soothe tension, stress, and/or anxiety. 

•    Want to fill an inner emptiness. 

•    Look for calm, comfort, and/or reassurance. 

•    Feeling unsatisfied with life. 

•    Desire to ease pain. 

•    Desire to slow down. 

•    Can be calming and relaxing. 
 

A craving for bread may emerge when we are missing encouragement, assurance, and support 

a friend would provide. 

 

 

 

 
CHOCOLATE 

 

Riley The Romantic ––––    A romantic is an idealist whose beliefs and  

attitude center around love.  They are passionate and affectionate.  

They may have a preoccupation with love and/or by idealizing love.  

They feel deeply and attach a lot of meaning to their feelings.  Think 

Romeo and Juliet by Shakespeare.    
 

Emotional Significance of Chocolate: 
 

•    Craving for love, intimacy, and/or romance. 

•    A need for calm. 

•    To lift one’s mood, a “feel-good” boost. 

•    Looking for energy, passion, and/or excitement. 

•    Used as an anti-depressant. 

•    Unable to process sadness and grief. 
    

We crave chocolate when we want to feel special, loved, and cherished, and/or when our 

lives lack passion, energy, and excitement, when we are depressed. 
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CRUNCHY/CRISPY 
    
Joseph The Judge – The Judge has the vision of and works toward 

resolution between two or more different points of view.  The judge 

archetype is known for their wisdom, abilities, and  fairness to make 

appropriate judgments.  A shadow judge can be manipulative, overly 

critical, destructive, misuse power, and judging without compassion.  

Think Spencer Tracy in Judgment at Nuremberg. 
 

Emotional Significance of Crunchy/Crispy: 
 

•     Stress relief. 

•     To add “texture” in our lives. 

•     Criticism – of self, from others, and/or towards others. 

•     Longing for comfort and reassurance. 

•     Attempt to relieve anger, irritation, anxiety, and frustration. 

•     Might be about anxiety, betrayal, depression, embarrassment, fear, grief, insecurity, 

regret, sadness, self-doubt, shame, bitterness, impatience, and/or dissatisfaction. 
 

We might crave crunchy when we want to relieve frustration, anger, irritation, and anxiety.  
 

 

 

 

DAIRY  

(CHEESE, ICE CREAM, MILK, PUDDING) 
 

Martha The Mother ----    Mother’s love is the only unconditional love.  

She is nurturing, nourishing, and caring.  A mother is devoted and 

protective of her children.  Think Jackie Kennedy. 
  
Emotional Significance of Dairy: 
 

•     Craving for comfort.  

•     Yearning for nurturing and a need for soothing. 

•     Need for safety and security. 

•     Manage depression. 

•     Ease worry and anxiety. 

•     Feeling life is very tough and turbulent. 

•     Desire for life to be a little easier. 
 

One might crave dairy when their lives lack nurturing and comforting and needing to feel 

safe and secure. 
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FATTY /FRIED FOODS  

(FRIED FOODS, ICE CREAM, HIGH-FAT DAIRY)  
 
 

TeresaThe Mystic – The Mystic is unified with “all that is.”  They 

are the cosmic explorers.  Mystics radiate energy and possess 

an unearthly wisdom.  Mystics have a unique charisma.  Think 

Pema Chodron or Teresa of  Avila. 
 

Emotional Significance of Fatty Foods: 
 

•    Desire to heal, old emotional wounds. 

•    Looking for self-worth and self-esteem. 

•    Have a feeling of emptiness. 

•    Desire for fulfillment, satisfaction, and a richness of life. 

•    Lack of inspiration in life. 

•    Lack of self-esteem and/or self-worth. 

•    Attempting to feel important. 
 

We crave fatty foods when we are searching for a richness in our life.  When we lack self 

worth, self esteem, and don’t feel important or worthy, we might fill the emptiness with 

fatty/fried foods. 

 

 

 

 

 

SALTY 
 
 

Matthew The Farmer – A farmer is a person who cultivates the 

soil as a way of life.  Thomas Jefferson and George Washington 

were farmers. 
 

Emotional Significance of Salty: 
 

•    “Salt of the earth.” 

•    Desire for grounding, stability, and/or security. 

•    Need for down time and relaxation. 

•    Desire to heal emotional stagnation. 

•    Might be about stress, anger, anxiety.   

 

We might reach for salty foods when we need to feel more grounded and less stressed. 
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SPICY 
    
Edward The Explorer ––––        Explorers are naturally inquisitive 

people that love new adventurers.  They can be quite bored 

and restless if their lives lack adventure.  Explorers can be 

non-conformist.  They value freedom and larger-than-life 

living.  Think Chuck Yeager, the first pilot to have traveled 

faster than sound. 
 

Emotional Significance of Spicy: 
 

•     A craving and drive for intensity and excitement. 

•     Search for passion. 

•     Response to boredom. 

•     Wanting more adventure. 

•     Looking for action in our lives. 

•     Needing to “spice up” our life. 

•     Searching for drive and motivation. 
 

We might crave spicy when we have a need for adventure, excitement, and passion in our lives. 
 

 
 

SWEETS  
(CANDY, DESSERTS, DONUTS, PASTRIES, CAKE, COOKIES, ICE CREAM) 
 

Dakota the Dreamer – Dreamers live in a world of imagination, ideas, 

and concepts that are beyond the ordinary mind.  They spend a 

great deal of time in their heads and imagination.  Many dreamers 

are introverted and very independent.  Think Cinderella. 
 

Emotional Significance of Sweets: 
 

•     Craving for sweetness in life. 

•     Not feeling “sweet” enough. 

•     Lack of joy. 

•     Lack of self-care and “me” time. 

•     Wanting a reward. 

•     Seeking pleasure. 

•     Unable to process sadness and grief. 

•     Feeling that change and healing are hopeless. 

•     Needing a boost of energy, feeling exhausted. 
 

We reach for sweets when our lives lack joy, pleasure, and sweetness and/or when we are 

depressed, disappointed, and/or fatigued. 
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WHY I CRAVE WHAT I CRAVE - MY FOOD CRAVINGS WORKSHEET 
    

Identification and Awareness of My Triggers 
    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    
    

The EightThe EightThe EightThe Eight Most Common Food Cravings Most Common Food Cravings Most Common Food Cravings Most Common Food Cravings    

•     SweetsSweetsSweetsSweets    

•     ChocolateChocolateChocolateChocolate    

•     BreadBreadBreadBread    

•     CrunchyCrunchyCrunchyCrunchy    

•     SaltySaltySaltySalty    

•     DairyDairyDairyDairy    

•     FattyFattyFattyFatty    

•     SpicySpicySpicySpicy    

(or a combination of more than(or a combination of more than(or a combination of more than(or a combination of more than one) one) one) one)    

 

 
 

The foods I typically crave are:  ___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

(Example – chocolate, floury, sweets like chocolate chip muffins, or salty, crunchy foods like 

potato chips or pretzels, or creamy, sweet foods like ice cream) 

 

Use this worksheet to 

explore and discover 

what triggered your 

last food craving and/

or indulgence.  By  

becoming aware of  

our triggers, we can 

learn what needs  

to be healed. 
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The last (or one I remember) craving attack I had was for __________________________________________________________ 

 
This was going on when I had the craving (describe the situation - was anyone else involved, 

what happened, what time of day was it, etc.)  

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
The feelings that precededprecededprecededpreceded my craving attack were ________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

(Example of feelings include: lonely, anxious, overwhelmed, anger, empty, sadness, worthless, 

impatience, fearful, disappointed, rejected, dissatisfied, not good enough, less than, shameful, 

unlovable, abandoned, numb, bitter, awkward, bored, cynical, stupid, defective, damaged good, 

weary, inadequate, defiant, defeated, terrified, rattled, pessimistic, foolish, miserable, hollow, 

judged, envious, indecisive, bullied, panicky, paralyzed, criticized, provoked, wounded, deceived, 

humiliated, persecuted, undesirable, ...happy, joyful, excited, hopeful, loved, cherished, valued...) 

 
The thoughts that precededprecededprecededpreceded my craving attack were _______________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Thinking about the feelings I had/have around this food craving and a childhood memory that 

could be either painful or happy, reminds me of when...I remember eating this as a child when…  

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

(Example: My Dad used to reward my sister and I for being “good” with going to the penny 

candy store.  I always went for the chocolates.  When I felt lonely as a child, I would sneak 

chocolate chip cookies and ice cream without anyone knowing.  My mom didn’t allow chips in 

the house so when I went over to friend’s homes I always asked to eat chips for a snack.) 

 Understanding and awareness is  

key to break free of food cravings.   

Use this worksheet to explore and  

understand your food craving triggers.  

You can go through the worksheet for  

each specific food craving you have.   

Be the detective of your indulgences  

to determine what emotion, need,  

pain, or memory is the cause. There is  

a different emotional significance  

to each of the eight common  

food cravings.  By looking at the  

food craved and the situation  

that triggered it, the deeper  

root issues can be revealed.   
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FILL IN THE BLANK FOR THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS THAT APPLY TO YOU 
 

 

* My food cravings might be about fulfilling my need for...   

 

 

 

* My food craving might be so I don’t have to feel... 

 

 

 

* My food craving might be a replacement for... 

 

 

 

* My food cravings might be to feel... 

 

 

 

* My food craving might be a way to avoid the pain of... 

 

 

 

* My food cravings might be a way to escape... 

The way we eat is inseparable from our 

core beliefs about being alive.  No matter 

how sophisticated or wise or enlightened 

we believe we are, how we eat tells all.  The 

world is on our plate.  When we begin to 

understand what prompts us to use food as 

a way to numb or distract ourselves, the 

process takes us deeper into realms of 

spirit and to the bright center of our own life.   
 

Geneen Roth 
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Now that you know the emotional significance of 
your food craving, now what?  How do you eliminate 
the craving?  How do you heal your food cravings? 

 

With a very powerful tool, EFT Tapping,  
Emotional Freedom Technique 

and 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

This eBook covers the basics for EFT and has 50 EFT Tapping 
Statements for each of the 8 food cravings for a total of 

400 400 400 400 EFT Tapping Statements.  To purchase, please visit:  
www.EndFoodCravingsForever.comwww.EndFoodCravingsForever.comwww.EndFoodCravingsForever.comwww.EndFoodCravingsForever.com    or 

wwwwww.ww.ww.ww.TessaCason.comTessaCason.comTessaCason.comTessaCason.com 
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Is excess weight an issue for you? 
Want to look more thoroughly at your weight issue? 

 
 

Then  
EFT Tapping Statements for EFT Tapping Statements for EFT Tapping Statements for EFT Tapping Statements for     

Weight + Food Cravings, Anger, Weight + Food Cravings, Anger, Weight + Food Cravings, Anger, Weight + Food Cravings, Anger, 
Grief, Not Good Enough, FailureGrief, Not Good Enough, FailureGrief, Not Good Enough, FailureGrief, Not Good Enough, Failure    

 

with 1,150 Tapping Statements 1,150 Tapping Statements 1,150 Tapping Statements 1,150 Tapping Statements 

might be right for you. 
 

 

HEALING IS NOT ABOUT MANAGING SYMPTOMS.   

IT’S ABOUT ALLEVIATING THE CAUSE OF THE SYMPTOMS. 

 
IF WE WANT TO HEAL OUR WEIGHT ISSUES, WE NEED TO HEAL THE CAUSE…  

THE DYSFUNCTIONAL BELIEFS AND EMOTIONS.   

 
EFT Tapping (Emotional Freedom Technique) can do just that...

change the dysfunctional beliefs. 

 
To purchase, visit www.TessaCason.com www.TessaCason.com www.TessaCason.com www.TessaCason.com or     

wwwwww.ww.ww.ww.EndFoodCEndFoodCEndFoodCEndFoodCravingravingravingravingFFFForever.comorever.comorever.comorever.com    for the eBook  

or www.Amazon.com www.Amazon.com www.Amazon.com www.Amazon.com for the paperback version. 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR – TESSA CASON, MA 
 
 

I have been fortunate to have had a number of successful 

professional lives.  In each of these endeavors, it provided 

the opportunity to observe someone’s behavior, actions, 

reactions, habits, thoughts, feelings, choices, and decisions.  

Understanding who we are, how we became who we are, 

and how to change into who we want to become has been a 

fascinating area of study and research for me for 50 years. 

 
As a swim coach and instructor of 10 and under kids, I had 

the opportunity to teach and train small children.  As an  

instructor of PE at San Diego State University and Grossmont 

College, I had the opportunity to interact with and teach 

college-age individuals.  As an owner of a gift company, I 

had the opportunity to work with business professionals.  Belonging to a breakfast group 

called The Inside Edge and staffing events for The Learning Annex, I was able to interact 

with and observe the elite authors, speakers, and politicians.  Managing a medical clinic 

provided the opportunity to interact with and observe the seriously ill, some terminal. 

 
In 1977, as a hobby, I started a company that manufactured greeting cards and stationery.  

Eight years later, my company was grossing a million dollars in sale/year on 50 cent greeting 

cards. 

 
When my business was grossing a million dollars in sale, I purchased a newly constructed 

townhouse in La Jolla.  Unbeknownst to me, a natural gas pipe was severed during construction 

and not properly repaired.  The gas leak went undetected for 2 1/2 years, 850 days.  By then, 

my health was permanently damaged.   

 
After the gas leak was discovered, all the doctors told me I would be environmentally ill for 

the rest of my life and would never be able to part icipate or function in the real world.  Not 

believing the doctors, I set upon a course to discover alternative health treatments.  Several 

years later, while still working on my health, I was managing an alternative health clinic.  While 

working at the clinic, I was able to make the correlation between a patient’s emotions and 

beliefs with their physical illnesses.   

 
In 1996, after thirty years of book reading, psychology classes, metaphysical classes, lectures, 

and observation, I applied my knowledge and skills into a life coaching practice.  I thoroughly 

enjoyed being a Transformational Life Coach, helping others find clarity in their lives. 

 



Only one problem.  It was this: The clients were not completing their assigned tasks that 

together we had decided they would do as their homework.  Even though the clients knew 

what to do and wanted to do the tasks, somehow the tasks were not getting completed. 

 
Knowing that all of our actions and reactions, thoughts and feelings, choices and decisions 

are based on our beliefs, I went searching for a tool that would change dysfunctional beliefs.  

I visited a friend that managed a bookstore and told her my dilemma and that I was in need of  

a tool, process, or technique that would change dysfunctional beliefs.  She reached for a book 

that was on the counter, informing me that this new addition for them was flying off the shelves 

and their customers were raving about.  It was a book on EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique) 

Tapping. 

 
I read the book and ordered the videos.  Even though I was intrigued, I had no clue how tapping 

my head could change dysfunctional beliefs or our lives.  I had some adventuresome clients 

(and forgiving if need be) that I taught how to tap.   

 
When every single client returned for their next appointment and shared how different their 

lives had been that week because of tapping, I took  notice!  My curiosity was peaked.  I then 

put a lot of time and energy into figuring out how this powerful transformational tool, EFT 

Tapping, worked and how to best utilize EFT Tapping.   

 
I soon realized working with my clients that the most important aspect of EFT Tapping was the 

statement that is said as we tap.  I also realized that some of the statements I wrote up for one 

client could be used for another.  My clients wanted homework, wanted tapping statements to 

do on their own.  I started a library of EFT Tapping statements that I wrote out for my client as 

their homework. 

 

In 2005 I was diagnosed with thyroid cancer.  While researching thyroid cancer, I discovered 

that 20 years after exposure to natural gas, thyroid issues would result.  It was 20 years nearly 

to the month that I started having thyroid issues. 

 

From the time I was diagnosed and had surgery, those 6 weeks I only focused on the emotional 

issues associated with the thyroid and tapped.  I did not pursue any other treatments, 

supplements, or therapies in the 6 weeks leading up to the surgery other than EFT Tapping.   

 

In the recovery room after surgery, the surprised doctor told me that even though two different 

labs came back with the diagnoses of cancer, it was not cancer.  I knew the tapping had changed 

the energy of the cancer and it no longer was cancer. 

 

Our lives don’t change until we change our programming...the beliefs on a subconscious 

level.  EFT Tapping is one of the most powerful techniques I found that could do just that: 

change our beliefs on a subconscious level. 
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After surgery, knowing the power of EFT Tapping, knowing the significance of the tapping 

statement, and knowing that beliefs precede all of our thoughts and feelings, choices and 

decisions, actions, reactions, and experiences, I created 43 Books for Practitioners and 43 

Workbooks for Everyone that were filled with mis-belief, dysfunctional EFT tapping statements.   

 

Now, 2015, I am revamping the Workbooks.  In the revamped Workbooks, I am combining 

tapping statements for 5 different topics in each theme-book to heal the issue as completely 

as possible. 

 

I also have a series of “80 EFT Tapping Statement” Kindle eBooks on Amazon. 

 

My two greatest joys are helping those that want to grow, evolve, and transform their lives and 

train others to be transformational coaches! 
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The End 


